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Summary

¹ Pedestrian: any person who is travelling by walking/running for at least part of his/her journey who may be using various 
modifications and aids such as wheelchairs, motorised scooters, walkers, canes, skateboards, rollerblades etc.

Car ownership promotes greater individual and family mobility, freedom and autonomy. However, 
when the high use of cars is coupled with road and street designs that prioritise movement of 
vehicles the safety of vulnerable road users such as pedestrians¹ and cyclists can be compromised. 
The key risks to pedestrians and cyclists are well documented and include issues related to a broad 
range of factors such as driver behaviour, particularly in relation to speed or inappropriate speed, 
road design and infrastructure. 

Speed continues to be a key road safety priority. It is a critical factor in determining the outcome of 
any vehicle crash. For example, a pedestrian has a 50% chance of being killed by a vehicle travelling 
at 50km/hr compared to a 10% chance if hit at 30km/hr.  

A fresh approach to speed management using a new draft Speed Management Guide, to help 
prevent death and serious injury on our roads, is a new focus nationally and for the Waikato Regional 
Transport Committee. The Draft Speed Management Guide, as one of the five actions in the Safer 
Journeys Safer Speeds Programme, will see speed being managed consistently and targeted to risk, 
which will help build understanding and support for safe and appropriate speeds. 

The Waikato region has been selected to demonstrate the new draft guide in a number of locations 
throughout the region over the coming year. The draft guide provides a new framework to identify 
roads offering the greatest benefit from speed management.

Waipa District Council together with key transport partners identified a number of locations including 
Te Awamutu town centre for inclusion in the demonstration project. Waipa District Council reviewed 
its Speed Limits Bylaw in 2012 and is now proposing amendments to the speed limit schedules. 

Population Health Waikato District Health Board (DHB), as a Waikato Speed Management Steering 
Group member, saw value in exploring the broader health and wellbeing impacts associated with 
speed management in an urban setting using a health impact assessment. The public health benefits 
of reducing vehicle use and reliance, along with increasing active transport options for town centres, 
are now becoming well known. Benefits to pedestrian friendly town centres also extend beyond 
the health sector, and a number of cities and towns internationally are working to improve their city 
centres.

Health impact assessment (HIA), as a forward looking approach applied in the early stages of policy 
or planning, was agreed by stakeholders as appropriate. The HIA considered both the intended and 
unintended impact a change in speed management would have on the health and wellbeing of 
vulnerable road users and the business community.

To inform Waipa District Council of the broader health and wellbeing impacts of its Speed Limits 
Bylaw review, this health impact assessment, has gathered information from the Te Awamutu 
community². In particular the voices of those not readily heard in more traditional consultation 
processes have been included. 
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² Te Awamutu community: students from St Patrick’s Catholic School and Te Awamutu Primary School, Rosehill Lifestyle Village, 
EnrichPlus, Wheelchair Users, Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce, and Fonterra Tanker Drivers.



Seven focus groups comprising a total of 61 people participated in this HIA sharing their views 
candidly about their experiences of getting around the town centre.  A valuable tool in this process 
was the use of large coloured aerial maps and coloured dots to capture safe (green dots) and 
difficult streets (red dots) to cross (maps below).

A set of recommendations from the HIA findings have been formulated to strengthen and promote 
ways Council can improve the safety, mobility, and accessibility of local streets both within and 
beyond the demonstration site. 
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• Council commit to improving the safety of vulnerable road users in and beyond Te Awamutu’s 
town centre. A first step could be to determine the many factors that expose vulnerable road 
users to risk both within and beyond the demonstration site.

Recommendation 1

o    

o    

This recommendation recognises that obtaining comprehensive data on the extent of the 
pedestrian and cyclist safety risk will help inform effective measures to improve safety, 
mobility and accessibility. For example, designated crossings with pedestrian islands in 
the town centre provided a sense of safety and confidence for participants, particularly 
children, when crossing the road.

Reduction or elimination of pedestrian and cyclist risk factors is an achievable policy goal 
that will benefit Council, health and transport sectors.

• Reduce vehicle speed in and beyond the town centre by strengthening the combination of 
lower speed limits and traffic calming measures to improve the safety, confidence and mobility 
of vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and cyclists.

Recommendation 2

o    

o    

o    

Traffic calming strategies are primarily promoted as a way to reduce crashes, injuries 
and death. They may also result in promoting physical activity by helping create a safe 
environment that encourages walking and cycling as part of daily life. There is significant 
community and public health benefit from increased physical activity in all population 
groups. 

Findings from this HIA suggest this approach would have a positive public health impact 
in the town centre and in areas where there are a lot of children such as schools and 
childcare centres.

Extending the demonstration site to encompass both Rewi Street and Alexandra Street 
to College Road, would improve safety beyond just the town centre. HIA findings showed 
that these streets were particularly difficult for children to cross due to traffic volume, 
speed and poor visibility.



• Promote Te Awamutu as a walkable community by creating a defined pedestrian-safe-zone 
within a kilometre radius of Te Awamutu’s town centre using a multi strategy approach, to make 
streets safer for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists.

Our final recommendation supports the findings from research undertaken by St Patrick’s Catholic 
School students. These recommendations have the benefit of increased safety when there is school-
related activity on the road outside school, encouragement of active transport in students; and 
would be consistent with national practice.

Population Health, Waikato District Health Board is keen to continue in partnering with Council and 
key transport agencies in further developing interventions and understanding their impacts, in and 
beyond the Te Awamutu demonstration site.

Within our partnering role with Councils and key transport agencies, we aim to deliver the public 
health perspective which can broaden the evidence-base and strengthen road safety decision-
making with a view to improving the safety of the road environment for all users.    

Recommendation 3

Recommendation 4

As a final note

o    

o    

c   

This recommendation promotes Te Awamutu’s town centre and surrounds as a walkable³ 
community. Walkable communities are known to increase social interaction, physical 
fitness, reduce crime, and increase health and wellbeing in general.

Installing a 40km/hr variable speed limit to achieve a lower speed environment in peak 
use times before and after school.

Additionally, by 2026, Waipa district will experience a 36% increase in the number of 
people over the age of 65. A walkable community would increase the safety, mobility and 
accessibility for this age group and for other vulnerable population groups.

Installing an active sign outside the school to alert motorists of school-related activity, 
and/or

Installing a new pedestrian crossing on the Alexandra Street end of Rewi Street to 
enable a safe crossing point for pedestrians (this recommendation was also supported 
by students from Te Awamutu Primary School).

³ Walkability is a measure of how friendly and easy an area is to walking.

3

a

b

• Increase safety in Alexandra and Rewi Streets surrounding St Patrick’s Catholic School by 
reviewing the current traffic management arrangements with key school staff with a view to:



Map: Te Awamutu Town Centre – Easiest/Safest Streets to Cross
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Map: Te Awamutu Town Centre – Hard/Difficult Streets to Cross 
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Setting the scene
The issue

The response

Supporting evidence

Speed management practices around New Zealand are inconsistent. This is confusing for drivers 
and unsafe for all road users. Vehicle speed contributes to our high road toll and is a factor in 
at least 20% of fatal and serious injury crashes¹. Higher speeds are particularly dangerous for 
vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and cyclists when collisions occur.

Key road safety stakeholders acknowledge that speed and the associated level of risk are generally 
poorly understood by the general public. Like drink driving it may take a generation to achieve a 
culture change on speed at the local and national level. 

The Draft Speed Management Guide (the Guide)² is one of the five actions in the Safer Journeys 
Safer Speeds Programme and aims to achieve speed being managed consistently and targeted to 
risk, which will help build understanding and support for safe and appropriate speeds. 

Like road safety, the aim of preventing injuries is an important public health issue. Motor vehicle 
crashes account for a substantial share of health’s injury and mortality burden. The social cost of 
motor vehicle crashes in 2014 was estimated at around $3.47billion; up $0.19 million from $3.28 
billion in 2013. About 43% of the total social cost of injury crashes occurs on urban roads³.  Speed 
contributes significantly to this cost. 

Beyond crashes lie broader public health impacts. The way we travel for example, is a major 
determinant of how healthy people are. Motor vehicle speed has a substantial impact on preferences 
for driving over walking or cycling, and on parental willingness to let children walk or bike. Perceived 
danger from collisions with motor vehicles is one of the greatest barriers to active transport. Low 
levels of walking and cycling in urban areas often arise from transport policies that pay little attention 
to the safety of pedestrians and cyclists₄. 

Features of streets and roads can enhance or reduce accessibility for non-drivers. Accessibility is 
the ability to participate in society and the ability to access local goods and services considered 
essential. Access to good infrastructure is necessary to enable that participation. 
Social severance describes the impact roads and traffic has on social interaction within the 
community.  Impacts include a reduction in walking trips that involve busy roads and the flow-on 
impact of being cut off. Those using pavements and footpaths as their principal access route, such 
as children, the elderly and people with disabilities, are most impacted.

¹ NZTA.  Speed Management Guide discussion document  Retrieved from https://www.pikb.co.nz/additional-resources/
² NZTA. Speed Management Guide. Retrieved from https://www.pikb.co.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/Speed-             
  Management-Guide-final-draft-1-September-2015-2.pdf
³ Ministry of Transport. Social cost of road crashes and injuries. 
  Retrieved from https://www.google.co.nz/?gws_rd=ssl#q=ministry+of+transport+social+cost+of+road+crashes
⁴ Genter, J., Donovan, S., Petrenas, B., & Badland, H. (2008). Valuing the health benefits of active transport modes. Wellington.   
  New Zealand Transport Agency.
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The Waipa District has a resident population of more than 46,000. The main urban populations 
are predominantly in the towns of Te Awamutu (10,305 people) and Cambridge (18,400 people). 
Currently, 16% of the district’s population is 65 years and over. This is predicted to increase by 36% 
by 2026.  

Te Awamutu is the council seat of the Waipa District. It has a large dairy factory and serves as a 
service-town for the farming communities which surround it. Te Awamutu’s main street is Alexandra 
Street. Alexandra Street is commercially zoned with a pedestrian frontage area, a high degree of 
on-street parking and pedestrian activity. It has a vehicle count of more than 11,000 vehicles per 
day including a high proportion of heavy vehicles such as dairy tankers.

The Waikato Speed Management Project

Project leads and alignment

Te Awamutu town profile

Waipa District Council demonstration sites

The Waikato region is testing a new approach to how speed is managed in the region throughout 
2016. The aim of the project is to help prevent death and serious injuries from unsafe and 
inappropriate speeds on Waikato roads, and to support more efficient freight movement. Project 
success is reliant on a region-wide joined-up approach involving all 11 Road Controlling Authorities, NZ 
Police, Waikato Regional Council, NZTA, Waikato DHB and other key agencies (Appendix 1). A range 
of different ways to manage speed will be considered such as signage, road markings, modifying 
roadside hazards, reducing/increasing speed limits, education, and road safety campaigns. A 10-
year speed management framework for the region will be developed incorporating learnings from 
the demonstration sites.  

Waikato Speed Management is a Waikato Regional Transport Committee project. The project aligns 
with the Waikato Regional Road Safety Strategy 2013-2016 and the government’s Safer Journeys 
Strategy 2010-2020 which is underpinned by the Safe System approach. The Regional Transport 
Committee appointed a governance and steering group to oversee project work (Appendix 1). 

Waipa District Council had identified a number of locations including Te Awamutu’s town centre, 
they were considering for a speed limit and speed management review. Results of technical analysis 
and community feedback helped confirm sites that would offer the greatest benefit from such a 
review. 

The Waikato region has been selected to demonstrate the Guide because:

• It has one of the worst road safety records in NZ and a corresponding annual social cost well in 
excess of $500 million

• It has a diverse range of roads from rural and urban through to new roads such as the Waikato 
and Cambridge Expressways

• It has the highest proportion of state highways of any region in NZ representing 16% of the 
national network or 1730kms

• All of the nation’s major transport arterials flow through the Waikato providing vital links between 
export industries and international port facilities including popular holiday destinations and 
commercial urban hubs. Traffic volumes are therefore high, second only to Auckland.
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Te Awamutu’s town centre was one site identified for inclusion in the demonstration project because:
it provides an example of an urban CBD area where there is a high degree of interaction between 
land use and transport
• the proposed sites match the pedestrian frontage area identified in the proposed District Plan, 

expanded to provide a coherent 40km/hr zone
• 58 reported crashes had occurred in the area over five-years including four pedestrians and one 

cyclist
• the current 85th percentile travel speeds on Alexandra Street generally match the safe and 

appropriate speed, both of which are lower than the posted speed limit
• Alexandra Street, Bank Street, Sloane Street and Arawata Street are identified whithin the top 

10% of highest priority sites for intervention⁵.

The demonstration site (Figure 1) includes: 

• Alexandra Street from Mutu Street to Arawata Street 
• Arawata Street from Mahoe Street to Alexandra Street 
• Bank Street from Alexandra Street to Vaile Street 
• Palmer Street from Redoubt Street to Vaile Street 
• Redoubt Street 
• Roche Street from Alexandra Street to Vaile Street 
• Sloane Street from Alexandra Street to a point 50 metres south of Alexandra Street
• Teasdale Street from Alexandra Street to 20 metres west of Jacobs Street, and
• Walton Street

8

Figure 1: Te Awamutu town-centre demonstration site
Pink dashed-line represents demonstration site
Pale pink line represents streets with a current 40km/hr speed limit

⁵ Gray Matter Ltd. Te Awamutu Draft Site Summary



Waikato DHB's interest in the project

Determinants of health

Motor vehicle injuries are the leading cause of trauma for the Waikato DHB and they continue to 
increase. The life-long impact of disability and associated costs affects not only the individual but 
the family and society as well. Waikato DHB’s involvement in road safety activity stems across the 
continuum from tertiary care to primary prevention.

Public Health is a longstanding land transport partner; involved in projects from road safety campaigns 
to strategy and policy input and development. The public health focus is broad and considers the 
health impacts of transport policy on physical activity, safety, accessibility and severance to name 
a few. Currently, Population Health is involved in the Waikato Speed Management Project as a 
Steering Group member. This HIA has its genesis from this area of involvement.

Determinants of health are the many influencers that combine together to affect the health and 
wellbeing of individuals and communities. People’s health is in part, determined by their circumstances 
and environment. To a large extent, factors such as where we were born, where we live, the state 
of our environment, genetics, our income and education level, and our relationships with friends 
and family all have considerable impacts on health and wellbeing both positive and negative6. We 
cannot influence or change many of these determinants (Figure 2). 

The mechanism to bring about substantial health gains sit outside the health sector. Multi-sectoral 
responsibility for health is required. There are many ways in which the physical environment can 
work against people. It is therefore important that all possible obstacles are reduced or ideally 
removed. Local government can make a difference by ensuring land transport decisions and land-
use policies facilitate and enable people to walk and cycle for transport as well as for recreation and 
access the goods and services required regardless of age or disability. 

Figure 2: Social determinants of health 

Source: Dahlgren and Whitehead 1991

⁶ World Health Organisation. Retrieved from http://www.who.int/hia/evidence/doh/en/index2.html 
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This HIA
The wider health and wellbeing impacts of speed management in
Te Awamutu

What is health impact assessment?

Aim

Objectives

Population Heath Waikato District Health Board (DHB) is supporting Waipa District Council and its 
key transport partners to look at the wider health and wellbeing impacts of speed management in 
Te Awamutu’s town centre.

Population Health applied a health impact assessment (HIA) approach to capture community voices 
and local knowledge about issues of safety, accessibility and mobility and the impact this might 
have on Te Awamutu’s community and businesses.

• To inform Waipa District Council of the broader health and wellbeing impacts associated with a 
possible speed reduction in Te Awamutu’s town centre. 

• To provide evidence for decision-making related to potential impacts of speed management on 
health and wellbeing.

• Strengthen working relationships between local government, the transport sector and the 
community.

• Build HIA capacity internally as well as for key stakeholders and organisations involved.

Health impact assessment (HIA) is a tool which can assist decision-makers in non-health areas consider 
the unintended health impacts of their decisions. The HIA process combines research evidence with 
community and stakeholder engagement and follows a four-phase process (Figure 3).

HIA is a forward looking approach that is best applied at the early stages of policy or planning. 
HIA uses internationally validated methods to gather information from the community, and most 
importantly from the voices which may not be readily heard in more traditional consultation 
processes; these include children, older people and disabled people. Local communities have 
experience that can help us forecast potential impacts which may not be evident to those outside 
their groups; regardless of how thorough the research and planning may be. 

This HIA evolved through Population Health’s involvement as a steering group member with the 
Waikato Speed Management Project. 

2
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Population groups identified as key community stakeholders for this HIA

Key organisations involved in focus group discussions:

Determinants underpinning this HIA 

• Children, older people, people with disabilities, and the business community 

• Safety, mobility and accessibility

• Te Awamutu Primary School  
• St Patrick’s Catholic School 
• Rosehill Lifestyle Village    
• Fonterra Tanker Drivers

• Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce
• Wheelchair group
• EnrichPlus

Figure 3: The Health Impact Assessment Process

Screening Scoping & 
Profiling

Appraisal & 
Reporting

Evaluation & 
Monitoring

Local perspectives

Literature/evidence
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What we did

Evidence gathered from this HIA was used to recommend Waipa District Council undertake a speed 
limit and speed management review in the Te Awamutu town centre as part of the Waikato Speed 
Management project.  While speed reduction is a recognised way of reducing injury severity for 
vulnerable road users, this HIA sought to explore the broader health and wellbeing impacts of 
speed management. The four key stages of HIA are briefly outlined below:

• A scoping and screening meeting was held with Population Health staff, a Waikato Speed 
Management Steering Group member, and Waipa District Council’s Road Planning and Design 
Team in early March 2016 to determine the suitability and value of using a health impact 
assessment approach.  

• The research question was to consider the impact (intended & unintended) a change in speed 
management would have on the health and wellbeing of vulnerable road users and the business 
community.

• The outcome of this meeting supported using a health impact assessment approach to inform 
decision making.

• The scope of the HIA determined that children, older people, people with disabilities, and the 
business community were critical population groups. Determinants of health and wellbeing 
underpinning the HIA included safety, mobility and accessibility.

• The HIA timeframe needed to support the Draft National Speed Management Guide framework 
and Council’s proposed speed limits bylaw process in accordance with the Land Transport Act 
1998 and the Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003. This meant the timeframe for 
the HIA was short i.e. approximately four months (March - June 2016).

• Seven appraisal focus groups were held in Te Awamutu between April and May 2016 with 
students from Te Awamutu Primary School and St Patrick’s Catholic School; EnrichPlus, a 
wheelchair group, Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce members, and Fonterra Tanker Drivers.

• The purpose of the focus group discussions was to seek feedback about what would make local 

How we used the Health Impact Assessment process 

Screening and scoping stages

Appraisal stage: Workshop process

3
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streets safer for people to get around. This involved exploring how people interacted with Te 
Awamutu’s town centre, what they liked about the town, the usual mode of transport used and 
how easy or difficult it was for them to access essential goods and services required. 

• Large (A0) coloured aerial maps of the town centre were used to record participant perspectives 
of what constituted safe streets to cross (green dots) and streets that were difficult or dangerous 
to cross (red dots).

• Blue dots were used to indicate the safest streets overall and black dots were used to indicate 
the worst streets overall.

• Critical questions asked for all groups included the following:

• A full summary of the method and findings can be found in Appendix 2.

• What makes it easy or hard to get around the town centre on foot or bike?
• What do you think could make it easier to do this?
• What about for people in wheelchairs or mobility scooters?
• What do you think it’s like for them to get around and to be able to use the town centre?

• Which roads are safe to cross? What makes them safe? (green dots)
• Which roads are hard/dangerous to cross? What makes them hard to cross? (red dots)
• What do you think could make them safer?

Mobility and Accessibility

Safety

13



What we found

Walking has well documented health and environmental benefits such as reduced cardiovascular 
and obesity-related diseases. Pedestrian safety measures improve walking environments and 
contribute to urban renewal, local economic growth, social cohesion, improved air quality, reduction 
of harmful effects of traffic noise.  

Overall, the town centre section of Alexandra Street was the safest place to cross for the majority 
of participants for the following reasons:
• Designated crossing points
• Raised centre median strips
• Protective barriers on some crossings
• Good placement (although the placement of crossings near roundabouts is an issue for trucks)
• Good visibility
• Only one-way traffic to consider before crossing
• Slower traffic and courteous drivers
• Children felt safe crossing without a parent/adult

Safety 

Supporting evidence

Safe streets to cross

I like the many 
crossings. When you 
don’t walk well it’s 
good to have lots 

(crossings).

When cars drive 
slower and drivers 

are courteous.

…because it has 
crossings. There is 

one by Stirling Sports. 
The traffic is slow 

but busy. I can cross 
without my mum.

- EnrichPlus
- 11 yr old

- 10 yr old

4
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“You get a good view even though there are no crossings” (older person)
“Maybe put it down to 40km/h as some go quite fast” (older person)

“On Sloane Street people are really generous and always stop. There’s a wire 
barrier thing in the middle” (12 year old)

“I like crossing on Mutu St by Beaurepairs because there’s a thing in the 
middle to stop” (Enrich+)

“Cobblestone crossings across Market & Roche Streets have improved it for 
us; it is smoother to go across the road from footpath to footpath – you don’t 
have to pause to do a dip” (Wheelchair user)

•  Mahoe Street

•  Sloane Street

•  Mutu Street

• Market & Roche 
Streets

Other streets that are safe to cross include the following¹:

¹ Appendix 3: Methods and Findings
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Figure 4: Safe streets to cross



Safety 

Difficult streets to cross

Other roads experienced as difficult to cross include:

Reasons include:

Pedestrian collisions are both predictable and preventable. Key risk factors include vehicle speed, 
lack of safe infrastructure, inadequate visibility of pedestrians, and lack of visibility for pedestrians. 
Pedestrian injury risk increases in mixed traffic environments². Reducing and/or eliminating risk 
is an achievable policy goal. Safe Systems approach addresses and integrates risk factors and 
interventions for vulnerable road users.

Overall, participants experienced difficulty crossing at some intersections and roundabouts. Those 
mentioned most often include:
• Bank/Alexandra Streets
• Rewi/Alexandra Streets
• Rewi/Totara Streets
• Bank/Teasdale Streets
• Bank/Vaile Streets
• SH3/Cambridge Road roundabout 
• Sloane/Alexandra Streets roundabout

• Alexandra Street outside St Patrick’s Catholic School
• Alexandra Street by the College and College Road

• Speed and inappropriate speed for the conditions
• Multiple roads where cars travel and come from all directions
• Lack of visibility created by poor road design
• Insufficient room on some roads to safely accommodate cyclist and vehicle
• Poor indicating on roundabouts
• Confusion around the cobblestone courtesy crossing being mistaken for pedestrian crossings 

Supporting evidence

² World Health Organisation. Pedestrian Safety
  A road safety manual for decision-makers and practitioners
  Retrieved from http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/79753/1/9789241505352_eng.pdf 
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“Rewi Street and Totara 
Street, at the end of the hill 
there are a lot of cars and 

they go fast and I feel unsafe 
and I have to cross the roads 

in one hit.”

“oh my god 
this is the 
hardest.”

Rewi Street

“Turning from Bank St by 
Alexandra St…a change 
to intersection would be 

good e.g. no right turn onto 
Alexandra St.  Stop cars 

shooting down the inside.”

“Down on Rewi Street from the school 
way, there’s a straight then a corner. You 
can’t actually see the cars coming and at 

the roundabout cars don’t indicate.”

“The crossing on Alexandra Street 
near Rewi Street is too close to the 

roundabout.  If the truck stops the trailer 
is on the roundabout.  Lots of kids on 

skateboards.”

- Fonterra 
Tanker Driver

- EnrichPlus

- 12 yr old

- 11 yr old

- Fonterra Tanker Driver

Quotes from focus groups include:



Figure 5: Streets experienced as the most difficult/dangerous to cross
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Mobility and Accessibility 

What works well and for whom

Supporting evidence
The 2013 Census data identified 24% of people in New Zealand (1.1million) as disabled. 64% of 
disabled adults experienced a physical impairment and more than half of all disabled people have 
more than one disability. Accessing essential goods and services is more complicated for people 
with disabilities. Vehicle speed and lack of safe infrastructure can create barriers to participation 
and inclusion for those with disabilities.

Lower car speeds contribute to higher quality of life in terms of liveability of public spaces, including 
lower crime rates and higher levels of social interactions between people i.e. more street activity, 
more signs of street care. Levels of social connection have been recognised as a significant factor 
in public health.  People with strong social networks have lower levels of mortality than those with 
poor social networks.

The effects of perceived danger when crossing a road are more readily experienced by children, the 
elderly and the mobility disadvantaged.

Overall, for the driving public, Te Awamutu town centre was easy to access and easy to get around. 
Comments about parking ranged from easy to a challenge.

Pedestrians commented that the numerous crossings and refuges in the middle of the road made 
the town centre safe and easy to negotiate.

Accessing town by bicycle was made easier by ‘zebra crossings’ although children tended to bike on 
the footpath rather than negotiate traffic and parking manoeuvres.  

Using an adult tricycle as her main mode of transport a young woman supported by EnrichPlus 
commented… “I like flat footpaths, I can speed. Once I went past a shop. I went too fast someone 
told me to slow down” (EnrichPlus).

“It is easy to go into town in the 
car; no traffic, good parking, I 

know where I am going.”

“We don’t go on the road where the 
cycle lanes are painted because we 
don’t know what the cars will do.”

- 11 yr old - Older person



What doesn’t work well and for whom

Mobility and Accessibility 

Overall, footpath surfaces, ramps and gutters beside footpaths provide a sense of safety for some 
road users while presenting accessibility issues for others.

Overall, footpath surfaces, ramps and gutters beside footpaths provide a sense of safety for some 
road users while presenting accessibility issues for others.

The town centre was described as “getting busier and busier” and the speed of cars and range of 
vehicles presented barriers for people both within and beyond the town centre.
Primary school students on bikes commented… “trucks with trailers that swing back make it difficult. 
The vacuum from the big trucks is scary”.

Primary school students reported that they “stop and wait for cars – maybe the cars won’t see you.”

“I can only get to town in my chair if my son pushes me, otherwise I drive.  
Starting with Cambridge Rd the crossing is really close to the roundabout 
and the traffic can be busy.  I take the lead with directing my son when I 
think it is safe to cross the road.  I have to judge the speed of the traffic and 
cars going straight ahead don’t usually indicate.  We go along Albert Park 
Drive and the footpath is quite narrow.  The crossing is really steep by the 
rugby club and the one before George St you can see traffic but it is down 
a hill and goes quite fast.  The footpath stops and you have to go through 
the rugby ground carpark.  It has a drain in the middle and the tar gets onto 
the wheels and my hands at times.  People pull into this carpark.  There is a 
funny little bit (rough surface?) to get back onto the foot path.  There is no 
footpath on the other side of the road.  The crossing further up Albert Park 
Rd is too steep and you have to be quick – it is hard to see the traffic.    

I find it safer to use Albert Park Drive as it is too hard to get to Arawata St.  It 
would probably take about ½ -3/4 hour to get to Warehouse or town centre 
from home. 

In the power (electric) chair it has more grunt can go up to 9km/hr and it is 
easier to get up and down things that are much harder in a manual chair.  
Sometimes when I am traveling in my power chair at night when I cross the 
road I can get caught in the middle as the cars travel faster.” 

“The unevenness of footpaths and the different textures – some are smooth, 
curved or sloping and the cobblestones are quite difficult because they are 
not even and your foot is not flat on them.  I find it difficult to balance and 
can lurch from side to side on uneven surfaces.”

- Wheelchair user

- EnrichPlus Staff member
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One of the areas where accessibility is compromised is the area on Vaile St between Teasdale St 
and Bank St.  

Access to the Medical centre is compromised particularly for people reliant on wheels to get around.

“There has been an access ramp removed from the entrance to the Pharmacy 
by the Medical Centre in Vaile St.  This ramp was easy to get up and made 
access to both the Pharmacy and the Medical Centre much easier for us.  
This has posed considerable difficulty for us to now access the Medical 
Centre as the existing ramp is too steep to get up in a chair.  We have to go 
around the back of the building to the Ambulance Bay and then through 
Casualty where people may be receiving treatment.  There is no disability 
park close to the Ambulance Bay.  There could be a different entrance that 
would enable access from the parking area off Teasdale Street by where the 
X-Ray people are.  A new ramp that is compliant with regulations to provide 
easy access to the Medical Centre was suggested.”

“Medical Centre complex parking - entry/exit points are difficult.”

“Where the doctors are along that area, over the pedestrian crossing cars 
go fast there and by the medical centre.”

- Wheelchair user

- Primary School Student

- Older person
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Participant groups provided a raft of ideas to make the local roads safer (Appendix 2). These 
include:

• Reducing the speed limit particularly in areas such as the town centre and around schools and 
childcare centres where there are lots of children   

• Providing more pedestrian crossings with a pedestrian island. Overwhelmingly, participants liked 
the designated crossing points on Alexandra Street and wanted this design replicated on other 
streets that were hard to cross

• Police enforcement and speed cameras

• More signage to alert motorists of ‘kids crossing’, electronic signs for schools, pedestrian activated 
lights on pedestrian crossings

• Consulting those using wheelchairs to make the town more accessible. Improvements are 
needed to the camber of roads, the gradient and length of kerb ramps from the road to the 
footpath, and the disability carpark in Walton Street

For every 1km/hr increase in speed there is a 3% increase in the incidence of 
injury crashes. 

The level of trauma that a crash has on a human body is significantly 
influenced by the impact speed.

A pedestrian has a 50% chance of being killed by a car travelling at 
45km/hr compared to 10% if hit at 30km/hr¹.

Making local roads safer5
Some evidence

¹ Waikato Regional Road Safety Strategy 2013-2016
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• Improving visibility by ensuring vegetation does not block the vision of both the driver and the 
pedestrian

• Wider footpaths to accommodate the growing number of people using mobility scooters and 
wheelchairs

• More education so that drivers learn to indicate and to indicate properly

• More education to increase awareness of truck’s blind spots, stopping distance, turning etc

• Progressing the bypass for the trucks

• Considering the impact of curb extensions on cyclists. Currently, it is not safe to cycle the main 
street because of the parking and number of parking manoeuvres 

• Improving pavement surfaces particularly the dots guiding a blind person which becomes 
slippery when wet

• Removing footpath clutter such as sandwich boards to ensure pedestrian flow

• Considering road design and changing it when it doesn’t work such as removing the right hand 
turn from Bank Street into Alexandra Street
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Positive effect Unclear effect/not relevant

Te Awamutu was described as a walkable community; a small town that provides a good environment 
for getting out of cars and walking around. Reducing the speed limit and improving safety and road 
design would make the town more pedestrian friendly. The population is ageing and the town 
needs to better accommodate the growing number of people using mobility aids.

Benefits to lowering the speed limit

Table 1: Perceived benefits of speed management bringing about various transport related 
health effects
Intervention Reduce 

crashes
Reduce 
injuries

Promote 
confidence 
in crossing 
roads

Promote 
safety in 
crossing 
the roads

Promote  
physical 
activity

Promote 
community 
cohesion

Speed reduction

Crossing with 
pedestrian islands

Enforcement

Signage

Increase visibility

Footpaths: widen, 
reduce clutter

Education
indicating 

Education
trucks

Improving 
pavement surfaces
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This HIA process engaged with students from St Patrick’s Catholic School in Te Awamutu. Children 
were identified as a key community stakeholder for this health impact assessment. 

The school is located on Alexandra Street and sits outside the demonstration site determined 
through the Speed Management Project in conjunction with Waipa District Council. For quite some 
time, the school had been concerned at the speed vehicles were travelling and the safety risk this 
posed for students crossing Alexandra Street on their way to and from school, despite having a 
formal road patrol. 

The school was very engaged in the HIA process and saw an opportunity for senior students aged 
11-12 years to be involved in their own research project. Between May 2 and 16, 2016 children were 
involved in collecting data from five sites across Te Awamutu to determine the extent of the risk 
factors children were exposed to on their way to and from school, on a daily basis.

Students employed a range of methods to collect data from conducting surveys with parents 
dropping off and picking up children from the school to traffic and pedestrian counting, observations, 
and timing how long it takes children to cross the road.

Overall, students highlighted the following issues:
• There were lots of crashes in the previous year making the upcoming year more risky
• Cars do not stop for them (students) making them fear for their safety
• There was a lack of visibility on the Rewi Street bend making it dangerous for the kindergarten 

kids and parents to cross
• Cars don’t indicate at the main roundabouts making the kids confused and increasing the time 

it takes for them to cross
• Cars travel too fast accounting the fact that there is a school zone nearby
• Drivers take too many risks and endanger the safety of pedestrians

The five research sites were:
• Alexandra Street outside St Patrick’s Catholic School
• Alexandra Street outside Te Awamutu College
• Redoubt Corner (Alexandra/Mutu/ Rewi Streets)
• Rewi Street
• Triangle Roundabout (Ohaupo Rd SH3/Cambridge Road/Albert Park Drive)

St Patrick’s Catholic 
School Speed 
Management Project

6



A critical insight from the students was that while cars may not have been speeding they were still 
going too fast for the children who were about to the cross the road.

Key recommendations from their research include the following:

• Alexandra Street outside St Patrick’s Catholic School: 

• Alexandra Street outside Te Awamutu College:

• Redoubt Corner (Alexandra/Rewi/Mutu Streets):

• Rewi Street:

• Triangle Roundabout (Ohaupo Rd SH3/Cambridge Road/Albert Park Drive):

o     Lower the speed limit to 40km/hr and put up an electronic ‘school zone’ sign 
o     Install traffic lights so cars would have to stop for pedestrians 
o     If traffic lights are not feasible then remove the road patrol and have a traffic warden     
       (teacher) instead to make sure children are safe crossing.

o     Install a pedestrian crossing between Fresh Choice and Z Petrol Station on Rewi Street   
       to make people feel safer
o     Install signs to encourage indicating
o     Install a pedestrian crossing further down Mutu Street to make people feel safer
o     Change the speed going into the roundabout to 40km/hr so people can feel safe      
       crossing on the island and other crossings

o     Lower the speed limit to 40km/hr past the school as young students are unpredictable
o     Install a pedestrian crossing by St Patrick’s Catholic School on Rewi Street

o     Install a cycle way through the roundabout so that cyclists have their own space and can  
       feel safe.

o     Lower the speed limit to 40km/hr to Goodfellow Street
o     Put in a pedestrian crossing or a centre island in front of the College

• There was a lot of poor judgement by drivers judging by the amount of near miss accidents
• There were too many cars making the roads noticeably busier and extremely unsafe.
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St Patrick’s Catholic School Speed Management Project Posters

Project overview



Alexandra Street outside St Patrick’s Catholic School
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Alexandra Street outside Te Awamutu College



Rewi Street 
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Redoubt Corner (Alexandra/Rewi/Mutu Streets)



Triangle Roundabout (Ohaupo Rd SH3/Cambridge Road/Albert Park Drive) 
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Conclusion

Recommendations

7
Transport planning and policy decisions affect public health in various ways. These include motor vehicle 
crashes, physical activity and inactivity, and basic access to essential goods and services including 
healthcare. A planning emphasis on improving road design for increased efficiency in car use stimulates 
vehicle dependency, creating communities where driving becomes the most convenient form of travel.

Transport planning strategies can improve public health. More comprehensive health impact analysis 
provides an evidence base for public health and wellbeing factors to be incorporated into the early 
stages of transport policy development and planning. The inclusion of health impact assessments can 
encourage consideration of alternative modes of transport that better accommodate vulnerable road 
users.

There are opportunities to ensure that the Te Awamutu town centre and surrounds are walkable, and 
that walking facilities accommodate all road users especially those who are young, old, physically and 
intellectually disabled and impaired. Where possible the combination of traffic calming measures and 
reduced speed limits could be strengthened to improve non-motorised travel conditions.  

From the health impact assessment (HIA) findings a set of recommendations have been formulated 
to strengthen and promote ways council can improve the safety, mobility and accessibility of local 
streets both within and outside the demonstration site.

• Council commit to improving the safety of vulnerable road users in and beyond Te Awamutu’s 
town centre. A first step could be to determine the many factors that expose vulnerable road 
users to risk both within and beyond the demonstration site.

Recommendation 1

o    This recommendation recognises that obtaining comprehensive data on the extent of the 
pedestrian and cyclist safety risk will help inform effective measures to improve safety, 
mobility and accessibility. For example, designated crossings with pedestrian islands in 
the town centre provided a sense of safety and confidence for participants, particularly 
children, when crossing the road.

o    Reduction or elimination of pedestrian and cyclist risk factors is an achievable policy goal 
that will benefit Council, health and transport sectors.



• Reduce vehicle speed in and beyond the town centre by strengthening the combination of 
lower speed limits and traffic calming measures to improve the safety, confidence and mobility 
of vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and cyclists.

• Promote Te Awamutu as a walkable community by creating a defined pedestrian-safe-zone 
within a kilometre radius of Te Awamutu’s town centre using a multi strategy approach, to make 
streets safer for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists.

Our final recommendation supports the findings from research undertaken by St Patrick’s Catholic 
School students. These recommendations have the benefit of increased safety when there is school-
related activity on the road outside school, encouragement of active transport in students; and 
would be consistent with national practice.

Recommendation 2

Recommendation 3

Recommendation 4

o    

o    

o    

o    

o    

a    

Traffic calming strategies are primarily promoted as a way to reduce crashes, injuries 
and death. They may also result in promoting physical activity by helping create a safe 
environment that encourages walking and cycling as part of daily life. There is significant 
community and public health benefit from increased physical activity in all population 
groups.  

Findings from this HIA suggest this approach would have a positive public health impact 
in the town centre and in areas where there are a lot of children such as schools and 
childcare centres.

Extending the demonstration site to encompass both Rewi Street and Alexandra Street 
to College Road, would improve safety beyond just the town centre. HIA findings showed 
that these streets were particularly difficult for children to cross due to traffic volume, 
speed and poor visibility. 

This recommendation promotes Te Awamutu’s town centre and surrounds as a walkable¹  
community. Walkable communities are known to increase social interaction, physical 
fitness, reduce crime, and increase health and wellbeing in general. 

Additionally, by 2026, Waipa district will experience a 36% increase in the number of 
people over the age of 65. A walkable community would increase the safety, mobility and 
accessibility for this age group and for other vulnerable population groups. 

• Increase safety in Alexandra and Rewi Streets surrounding St Patrick’s Catholic School by 
reviewing the current traffic management arrangements with key school staff with a view to:

Installing a 40km/hr variable speed limit to achieve a lower speed environment in peak 
use times before and after school.

¹ Walkability is a measure of how friendly and easy an area is to walking.
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Population Health, Waikato District Health Board is keen to continue in partnering with Council and 
key transport agencies in further developing interventions and understanding their impacts, in and 
beyond the Te Awamutu demonstration site.

Within our partnering role with Councils and key transport agencies, we aim to deliver the public 
health perspective which can broaden the evidence-base and strengthen road safety decision-
making with a view to improving the safety of the road environment for all users.   
 
Some of the road safety concerns raised in focus groups, while outside the brief of this HIA, will 
none-the-less be passed on to relevant agencies for their deliberation and possible action.

As a final note 

b    

c    

Installing an active sign outside the school to alert motorists of school-related activity, 
and/or

Installing a new pedestrian crossing on the Alexandra Street end of Rewi Street to 
enable a safe crossing point for pedestrians (this recommendation was also supported 
by students from Te Awamutu Primary School).
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Appendix 1: Waikato speed 
management project 
structure
Governance Group 

Steering Group 

• Ministry of Transport (national)
• NZ Transport Agency (national)
• District Mayors 
• NZ Police (Road Policing Manager)
• Automobile Association (AA)

• Waikato Regional Council 

• Hamilton City Council 

• Otorohanga District Council 

• Waikato District Health Board 

•  University of Waikato

• Gray Matter Ltd

• NZ Transport Agency 

• Police 

o Senior Policy Advisor | Science and Strategy Directorate
o Team Leader, Directorate Science And Strategy, Department Transport and 
           Infrastructure

o Networks Operations Urban

o Roading Manager Rural

o Policy Analyst, Population Health

o Civil Engineer

o Hamilton

o Senior Safety Engineer, Highways and Network Operations / Waikato NZ
o Senior Advisor Engagement and Communications 
o Senior Project Manager / Waikato & Bay of Plenty        
o Senior Investment Advisor, Planning and Investment
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Appendix 2: Method and 
Findings
Focus group: 

Date: 

Facilitators: 

Participants: 

Aim:

Rationale:

Method:

Summary of method and findings

April-May 2016

Kay Kristensen (lead), Dr Rose Black, (Population Health, Waikato DHB, Hamilton), 
were present at seven focus groups.  Other facilitators who attended focus groups 
included Jocelyn Brazier (2), Zaynel Sushil (1) (Population Health, Waikato DHB, 
Hamilton), Megan Jolly (4) (Road Safety Coordinator, Waipa District Council); 
Tracy Buckland (2), Annie Hamilton (2), Marceli Davison (1) (NZ Land Transport 
Agency, Hamilton); and Dr Adrian Field (1) (Dovetail Consulting Ltd).  

Approximately 61 people participated in one of seven focus groups facilitated 
between 12 April and the 14 May 2016 at a location each group was familiar 
with.  

To seek feedback about what would make local streets safer for people to get 
around.

The determinants of health underpinning this HIA include safety, mobility, and 
accessibility. 

Waipa District Council had identified a number of locations including Te Awamutu’s 
town centre, they were considering for a speed limit and speed management 
review. Results of technical analysis and community feedback helped confirm 
sites that would offer the greatest benefit from such a review. 
This study sought to gain the views of some of the frequent and the more 
vulnerable road users whose voices may seldom be heard in more traditional 
consultation processes about road use.  

Specific population groups (children, older people and people with disabilities) 
were selected because first, they are vulnerable road users and second, their 
familiarity with the Te Awamutu town centre.   

Initial approaches were made to Te Awamutu Primary School, St Patricks 
Catholic School, Enrich Plus, Rosehill Lifestyle Village, Wheelchair users, and the 
Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce, and later the Fonterra tanker drivers. HIA 
process being used to inform the Waikato Speed Management was explained 
and all of the groups agreed to participate in this research project. Times were 
arranged to carry out focus group sessions at a suitable venue for each group 
over April and May 2016.  

Introductions included a brief overview of the purpose of the workshop including 
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Questions:

Summary: 

Safest or easiest streets to cross: 

What means of transport do you regularly use to get to the town centre? 

The town centre:  Mobility and Accessibility

Aerial map discussion: Safety 

background information about the Waikato Speed Management Project. To 
gauge the participants knowledge of and interests in the Te Awamutu town 
centre some warm up questions such as how they might usually travel to the 
town centre were asked.  Large (AO size) coloured aerial maps of the town centre 
were rolled out so that participants could become familiar with the maps and 
key locations/facilities.  The demonstration site was highlighted on each map.  
Coloured dots were used on the large (AO) coloured aerial map of the Te 
Awamutu town centre to represent what participants considered to be the safest 
and easiest streets to cross and why (green dots); and red dots to represent 
streets that were difficult/unsafe/dangerous to cross and what made these 
roads unsafe.

Discussion points included what participants could suggest to make their local 
roads safer.

Most people either drove or were driven in a private motor vehicle to get to the town centre.  
Generally for people on foot the designated pedestrian crossings in Alexandra St (Main St), Sloane 
St, and Arawata St, particularly those with refuges were marked as the safest and easiest places 
to cross.  A sense of safety increased for participants where there were raised centre medians, 
protective barriers, slow moving traffic, courteous drivers, and good visibility.  Streets that had a 
good road camber and smooth crossings from footpath to roadway were cited as added safety 
measures appreciated by those using wheelchairs. 

Is the town centre easy/hard for you to get to? Why?

Thinking about people in wheelchairs, mobility scooters and other mobility aids, 
what are the issues for them getting around the town centre?
What would make it easier?

Which roads are safe to cross? What makes them safe? (green dots)
Which roads are hard/dangerous to cross? What makes them hard to cross? (red 
dots)
What do you think could make them safer?

What are the very best streets (blue dots); worst streets (black dot)?
What are the best ideas for speed management?

What we found: 
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Hardest or most difficult streets to cross:

What works well and for whom

All participant groups noted that road treatments in the demonstration site such as crossings were 
a key feature that made it easier and safer for people moving around the town centre. Designated 
crossing points, raised centre medians, protective barriers, and “being a good/sensible distance from 
roundabouts” (CC) were noted as road treatments that added to a sense of safety for pedestrians.  

Pedestrians, either walking or in wheelchairs, found that the most difficult places to cross streets was 
at intersections and close to roundabouts. At some intersections such as Bank St and Alexandra 
St there was a lot happening with vehicles turning into and out of Bank St.  At roundabouts it was 
difficult to predict where vehicles were going as indicators were not always used and the speed of 
traffic approaching the roundabout was hard to assess.  The SH3-Cambridge Rd (also known as 
the triangle) roundabout was noted as the most difficult place by all groups. 

Safety 

Group Abbreviation Profile
Te Awamutu Primary School (TAPrim) Yrs 5&6, mixed gender
St Patricks Catholic School (StPats) Yrs 7&8, mixed gender
Disability - Enrich Plus (En+) 18-25, female
Disability – Wheelchair (WhC) Adults, mixed gender
Rosehill Lifestyle Village (RLV) Older Adults, mixed gender
Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce (CC) Adults, mixed gender
Fonterra Tanker Drivers (FTD) Adults, male
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Pedestrian crossings with refuges in the middle of the road were the most favoured safety feature 
marked with green dots on the map.  The refuges meant that people crossing only needed to look 
one way at a time for traffic:

Most of the designated crossings in Alexandra St (Main St) along with the crossings in Arawata St 
and Sloane St were appreciated by all groups.  People spoke of the following: 

Most of the designated crossings in Alexandra St (Main St) along with the crossings in Arawata St 
and Sloane St were appreciated by all groups.  People spoke of the following: 

These treatments also aid accessibility to and around the town centre.    
They were also impressed with the way drivers slowed cars down or stopped for pedestrians.  

Within and outside the demonstration site a number of difficult or dangerous street crossing points 
were marked with red dots on the map by participants across all groups. Generally participants 
found it easier to identify points that didn’t work well for them.  

Streets with good visibility that were not very busy, where there were not too many cars and they 
travelled slowly made crossing the road feel safer.  

Main Street – going to the middle then look the other way (En+).  
Alexandra Street where there are refuges it is good to cross (RLV).  

[liking]… the many crossings.  When you don’t walk well it’s good to have lots of crossings 
(En+).  

[liking]… the many crossings.  When you don’t walk well it’s good to have lots of crossings 
(En+).  

There is one by Stirling Sports where the traffic is slow but it is busy. I can cross without 
my Mum (TAPrim). 

Cobblestone crossings across Market Street and Roche Street have improved it for us – it 
is smooth to go across the road from footpath to footpath – you don’t have to pause to 
do a dip (WhC). 

Te Awamutu is the only place drivers stop before you get to the crossing – very courteous, 
but also feeling like you have to be quick as they have already stopped (En+).  

On Sloane Street people are really generous and always stop.  There’s a wire barrier thing 
in the middle (StPats).  

What doesn’t work well and for whom 
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For pedestrians crossings were often cited as difficult because roads were busy and they were not 
always able to predict what a driver might do.  Primary school children said:

The Bank and Vaile Streets intersection was noted as both a busy and dangerous point. 

A car driver described visibility difficulties with the curved nature of the road, 

Crossing Vaile St by the Medical Centre also proved difficult for people who were walking or in 
wheelchairs.  

The T-intersections where both Bank St and Roche St meet Alexandra St and the point where 
Teasdale St meets Bank St close to the intersection with Alexandra St presented a range of 
difficulties for different modes of use. Mostly these corners were cited as busy with a lot happening.  
Cars turn into and out of Bank St and Roche St, and pedestrians cross on raised cobblestone road 
treatments, although these are not marked as pedestrian crossings with painted lines.  

The Alexandra, Arawata, Sloane Streets roundabout is busy (TAPrim).  

People in cars don’t use indicators … cars go fast and there are too many of them … and at 
times we …can’t see past trucks parked on street … and … can’t see cars coming (TAPrim). 

At Jacobs Street a car stopped then went again – some cars stop and some zoom 
through (StPats).  

I live by this intersection, there are lots of crashes here, we had five in one year because 
people turn and don’t look properly or can’t see cars and they crash (StPats). 

Vaile St Doctors is a busy intersection, you have to give way and wait for ages, carpark is 
always full, can’t see as you exit.  Could it be a straight road and not a curved road? (RLV)  

There is confusion around cobblestone courtesy crossings being mistaken for pedestrian 
crossings (CC).  

The crossings where cars are turning are difficult because of the number of places people 
have to look – car drivers don’t always see or wait for pedestrians (En+).  

Bank and Alexandra Sts is really busy.  There’s a cross road, people come quite quick.  
The road is quite wide and no refuge.  Something in the middle would slow them down 
(En+). 

This intersection was noted as “difficult for pedestrian access and for motorists” (CC).  

The pedestrian crossing is tight on the roundabout (WhC).   

Intersections with Alexandra St

Intersections, crossings and roundabouts within demonstration site



For tanker drivers Bank St is a main route out of town.  

There was general acceptance of how well the designated crossings in Alexander St worked; 
however some presented a physical impediment for wheelchair users and difficulties for tanker 
drivers. 

Another area marked as a black spot by school children was the state of the alleyway by Sterling 
Sports:

During the focus group sessions participants highlighted a number of difficult or dangerous areas 
that were outside the demonstration site.  Some of the most noted areas are now discussed.  

The most frequently marked spot with both red and black dots was the SH3/Cambridge Rd/
Albert Park Dr/Arawata St roundabout.  One of the tanker drivers found the roundabout easy to 
negotiate in his truck, but another driver said:

Walton and Redoubt Street intersection was marked with a black dot as one of the worst streets 
as it presented visibility issues. 

It needs a pedestrian crossing but a refuge one is not good for trucks – it would need to 
be a zebra crossing and close to intersection (FTD).  

Turning from Bank St into Alexandra St – a change to this intersection would be good e.g. 
no right turn into Alexandra St. Stops cars shooting down the inside (FTD). 

Create a left-turn only at Bank into Alexandra St intersection (CC). 

In Alexandra St the crossing by Market St on the Market St side there is a step kerb ramp 
(WhC).  

The crossing on Alexandra St near Rewi St is too close to the roundabout.  If my truck 
stops the trailer is on the roundabout.  It is close to the RSA and you get lots of kids on 
skateboards (FTD).  

Cars come around the corner with the car shop on it and you can’t see them coming 
(TAPrim).  

It just feels yuk.  In the daytime it is dark but you can see through both ends.  Very scary 
at night with no lights and it is dirty (StPats).   

Crossings in Alexandra St

Black spot points

SH3 and Cambridge Rd area

Intersections, crossings and roundabouts outside the demonstration site
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Close to the roundabout, “Te Rahu Rd/Cambridge Rd intersection is very difficult especially when 
turning right into Cambridge Rd” (RLV).  

This roundabout area was very difficult for people walking, and the amount of traffic made it hard 
for wheelchair users to cross the road safely to get into the town centre:

People living at the Rosehill Lifestyle Village talked about the difficulties they experienced particularly 
when walking across Cambridge Rd to the shopping centre.  They would like a refuge crossing and 
some steps by Mitre 10. 

For those in wheelchairs crossing by the rugby club was physically difficult and crossing by Bunnings 
was difficult both traffic wise and physically.  

There was also a well-considered suggestion that: 

Albert Park Drive by the Warehouse entrance and the Sloane St and Park Road intersections were 
marked as difficult spots.  School children raised difficulties with the speed and visibility of vehicles.

Another suggestion from car drivers was to:

Cambridge roundabout traffic is too fast and double lanes around it are tricky, it’s a very 
wide road and the bend is sharp before it (heading north) and traffic backs up (RLV).  

There are two lanes and cars don’t always indicate (StPats).

From Rogers Place going into town is very difficult when walking (RLV). 

I would like to ask Mitre 10 to put in some shallow steps to make an easier and closer 
access point to the whole complex (RLV).  

Move the trees when turning into the shopping complex as they block views and you 
can’t see the traffic (RLV).  

Fast cars by Warehouse …People in cars don’t use indicators … cars go fast and there are 
too many of them … can’t see cars coming … and …can’t see past trucks parked on the 
street (TAPrim).  

Both the quality of the surface and the width of many of the footpaths could be improved.  
A continuous footpath on both sides of Albert Park Drive would make it safer and easier 
to get to town.  There also needs to be an extension of the footpath from the back of 
Bunnings to the new path in Scout Lane (WhC).  

A new crossing point at the safest area to cross on Albert Park Drive in terms of traffic 
visibility was by the sculpture park and where the new Scout Lane pathway is.  We have 

Albert Park Drive area
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enough to make a judgement and to get across the road there.  It is by the vehicle entry 
for parking so that might need to be changed (WhC). 

Extend Domain Rd through to Cambridge Rd - there may be a paper road there already 
(RLV).  

On Sloane St I am concerned about the crossing by Rickett Rd and Burger King, it needs 
white lines (zebra crossing) so the cars stop (En+).

From Sloane St down past McDonalds there is no footpath – downhill on road – there is 
a footpath around the shops to the ASB but no ramp to get off the footpath anywhere 
along it (WhC).

To make it safer for all road users create a left turn only at Sloane St by the entrance/exit 
to McDonalds, Countdown etc. (CC).  

One child said “Oh my God, this is the hardest” (St Pats). 

Crossing Rewi St is difficult especially for children once the school crossing is finished 
(FTD). 

Rewi St and Totara St, at the end of the hill, there are a lot of cars and they go fast and I 
feel unsafe.  I have to cross the road in one hit (En+).  

Down on Rewi St from the school way, there’s a straight then a corner.  You can’t actually 
see the cars coming and at the roundabout the cars don’t indicate (StPats).  

When driving people from Rosehill found the intersection at Albert Park Drive and Vaile St was 
difficult at peak traffic times, as was turning right from Park Rd.  One man spoke about being hit by 
a car turning right from Park Rd when he was driving along Albert Park Drive.   Instead of having to 
turn right out of Park Rd to access Cambridge Rd a suggestion was made to: 

Access to the shopping area with the entry and exits points on Sloane Street was noted as difficult 
for some participants.  There were physical and traffic difficulties for people using wheelchairs and 
a safety suggestion for vehicle drivers.  

Rewi Street was marked with a black dot as it presents speed, volume of traffic and visibility issues 
for pedestrians.  

Crossing at the Albert Park Drive/Sloane St roundabout because it is a main road was difficult for 
primary school children.  The incline at this roundabout was also an issue for trucks if they have to 
stop (FTD).  

Sloane Street

Rewi Street and Alexandra Street to North Street 
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 Hard to cross at College Rd and by Fonterra and there are a lot of trucks (TAPrim).

The intersection down by the College where the roads don’t quite meet – it’s dangerous 
(StPats). 

They just walk across the road without looking (StPats).  

Alexandra St at the College Rd end due to students spilling out onto the road (CC).

Another thing that is nerve wracking for mum, the College kids never care, they just cross 
a road and don’t care about the cars (StPats).  

On road patrol cars stop but when the signs aren’t on cars don’t stop.  

Sometimes it could take 10-15 minutes before the patrol signs could safely be put out in 
morning traffic (StPats).  

… reasonably central and I walk from there (RLV).

We normally park in the disability car parks … There is an alleyway by Stirling Sports which 
has plenty of room.  It is sometimes a bit grotty but provides the best access (WhC).  

You can get halfway and then you know you are safe and they keep the flow [of traffic] 
going (RLV).

Crossings are handy at most places (RLV).

Just beyond the demonstration site on Alexandra St from Rewi St to North St was also raised as 
having some difficult crossing points, particularly for primary school children: 

The behaviour of College kids raised some safety concerns in this area:

Concerns were raised by teachers and children about the volume of traffic on Alexandra St causing 
some difficulties with long waiting times between signs going out at the patrolled crossing by St 
Patricks School.   

There was general agreement that for people driving vehicles getting to the town centre and finding 
parking was relatively easy, particularly if people were familiar with where to go.   

Comments about parking ranged from easy to a challenge.  The carpark behind Stirling Sports and 
the ANZ Bank between Alexandra and Mahoe Sts was noted as accessible for being 

Getting around town was relatively easy for pedestrians. The refuges in the middle of the road 
simplified crossing decisions for people. 

What works well and for whom

Mobility and Accessibility
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When accessing town by bicycle, children mostly used footpaths: 

They also bike on the left hand side of the road or on the footpath in town and when using 
footpaths, “look at where cars are going and where they are indicating” (StPats).  

Bikes are fun too especially when they are the main mode of transport: 

To improve accessibility and the appeal of Te Awamutu:

One of the areas where accessibility is compromised is the area on Vaile St between Teasdale St 
and Bank St:  

Access to the Medical centre is compromised particularly for people reliant on wheels to get around. 

The footpath surfaces, and ramps and gutters provided challenges for some people.  

We don’t go on the road where the cycle lanes are painted because we don’t know what 
the cars will do (StPats).  

Zebra crossings made it easier to cross roads (TAPrim).  

I like flat footpaths, I can speed.  Once I went past a shop. I went too fast someone told 
me to slow down (En+).

We need to get the clutter off the footpaths – like the sandwich boards. Encourage 
businesses to have flags attached to their buildings and to upgrade the hoardings on 
shop fronts (CC).  

At the Medical Centre complex parking – entry/exit points are difficult (RLV).

Where the doctors are along that area, over the pedestrian crossing cars go fast there 
and by the medical centre (StPats).  

There has been an access ramp removed from the entrance to the Pharmacy by the 
Medical Centre in Vaile St.  This ramp was easy to get up made access to both the 
Pharmacy and the Medical Centre much easier for us.  This has posed considerable 
difficulty for us to now access the Medical Centre as the existing ramp is too steep to get 
up in a chair.  We have to go around the back of the building to the Ambulance Bay and 
then through Casualty where people may be receiving treatment.  There is no disability 
park close to the Ambulance Bay.  There could be a different entrance that would enable 
access from the parking area off Teasdale Street by where the X-Ray people are. We 
suggest that a new ramp that is compliant with regulations to provide easy access to the 
Medical Centre be installed (WhC).

The unevenness of footpaths and the different textures – some are smooth, curved or 

What does not work well and for whom



Road treatments, such as raised areas in refuges, and the gutters beside footpaths provide a sense 
of safety for some road users and present accessibility issues for others.  

Some of the designated disability parks did not work particularly well for people using wheelchairs.  

The town centre was described as “getting busier and busier” (RLV).  The speed of cars and range of 
vehicles presented barriers for people both within and outside the demonstration site.  In particular 
the combination of trucks, bikes and children sharing the road was not always easy.  

The speed cars travel along Rewi St was noted:

Parked cars and the sped they travel also presented difficulties:

sloping and the cobblestones are quite difficult because they are not even and your foot 
is not flat on them.  I find it difficult to balance and can lurch from side to side on uneven 
surfaces (En+ Staff member).  

The dots for blind people get slippery when it is wet (En+).  

Crossing the road in the main street it is up and down (En+).

When my friend was using his mobility scooter he found the little ramps/gutters too steep 
to get up in the centre islands (RLV).  

Getting up the curve I need to get somebody to help me (En+).  

I can’t get out of the car when curb parking – I need a flat road.  When the camber is 
difficult the car door may close on me.  Walton St is hideous – getting out of the car in the 
disability park is hard because of the camber of the road and then the big dip and very 
steep kerb ramp to the footpath.   In Gorst Avenue the park is really close to the corner 
and it is steep and the kerb is horrible (WhC). 

Trucks with trailers that swing back make it difficult on a bike. The vacuum from the big 
trucks is scary (TAPrim).   

We stop and wait for cars – maybe the cars won’t see us? (TAPrim).  

Make Rewi St slower so you can see the cars going past (TAPrim). 

Rewi with St Patricks can be difficult at times (CC).  

Around the corner on Alexandra St where the road patrol is outside the school is really, 
really busy (StPats).  

Children living in College St have to be careful as cars go quite fast (StPats). 
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Down past the College, where the pool is, we walk on the footpath and cross there, it is 
quite busy and cars are parked along there (StPats).  

Cars were also said to speed along Bond St and the roads leading into the SH3 roundabout at 
Cambridge Rd were noted as a difficult to cross for pedestrians, cyclists and wheelchair users which 
compromised access to and from the town centre.  

Access points across Cambridge Rd to enter and exit the shopping complex need further 
consideration.  It was suggested that changing the speed limit for vehicles at the top of the hill on 
Cambridge Rd to 50km rather than part way down the hill would improve both accessibility and 
safety. 

Getting to the town centre from the Cambridge Road area is relatively easy for people walking or 
using a power or electric wheelchair.  However for a manual wheelchair user this journey cannot 
be navigated alone.  The following story illustrates some of the mobility and accessibility issues 
wheelchair users’ experience. 

In the power (electric) chair it has more grunt can go up to 9km/hr and it is easier to 
get up and down things that are much harder in a manual chair.  Sometimes when I am 
traveling in my power chair at night when I cross the road I can get caught in the middle 
as the cars travel faster. 

 I can only get to town in my chair if my son pushes me, otherwise I drive.  Starting with 
Cambridge Rd the crossing is really close to the round-a-bout and the traffic can be busy.  
I take the lead with directing my son when I think it is safe to cross the road.  I have to 
judge the speed of the traffic and cars going straight ahead don’t usually indicate.  We 
go along Albert Park Drive and the footpath is quite narrow.  The crossing is really steep 
by the rugby club and the one before George St you can see traffic but it is down a hill 
and goes quite fast.  The footpath stops and you have to go through the rugby ground 
carpark.  It has a drain in the middle and the tar gets onto the wheels and my hands 
at times.  People pull into this carpark.  There is a funny little bit (rough surface?) to get 
back onto the foot path.  There is no footpath on the other side of the road.  The crossing 
further up Albert Park Rd is too steep and you have to be quick – it is hard to see the 
traffic.    

I find it safer to use Albert Park Drive as it is too hard to get to Arawata St.  It would 
probably take about ½ -3/4 hour to get to Warehouse or town centre from home. 
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Appendix 3: Aerial Maps of 
Te Awamutu Town Centre 
by Focus Group
Summary of Focus Group Count of Dots on Maps 
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Map 1: Te Awamutu Town Centre - Fonterra tanker drivers Focus Group 
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Map 2: Te Awamutu Town Centre - Disability Wheelchair users Focus Group 
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Map 3: Te Awamutu Town Centre - Disability Enrich Plus Focus Group 
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Map 4: Te Awamutu Town Centre - Te Awamutu Primary School Focus Group 
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Map 5: Te Awamutu Town Centre - St Patricks Catholic School Focus Group 
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Map 6: Te Awamutu Town Centre – Rosehill Lifestyle Village Focus Group 
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Map 7: Te Awamutu Town Centre – Te Awamutu Chamber of Commerce 
Focus Group 
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Appendix 4: Supporting 
evidence
Overview 

Safety

• Motor vehicle crashes account for a substantial share of New Zealand’s injury and mortality 
burden. The social cost of motor vehicle crashes in 2014 was estimated at around $3.47billion; 
up $0.19 million from $3.28 billion in 2013. About 43% of the total social cost of injury crashes 
occurs on urban roads¹. Speed contributes significantly to this cost.

• Beyond crashes, the broader public health perspective also looks at the impact of motor vehicle 
speed on preferences for driving over walking or cycling, and on parental willingness to let 
children walk or bike.  Perceived danger from collisions with motor vehicles is one of the greatest 
barriers to active transport². Low levels of cycling in urban areas often arise from transport 
policies that pay little attention to the safety of pedestrians and cyclists¹. 

• Other public health impacts include the extent to which transport planning decisions increase 
or reduce accessibility for non-drivers. Accessibility is the ability to participate in society and the 
ability to access local goods and services considered essential. Access to good infrastructure is 
necessary to enable that participation. Social severance describes the impact roads and traffic 
has on the social interaction within the community.  Impacts include a reduction in walking trips 
that involve busy roads and the flow-on impact of being cut off. Those who walk as the principal 
mode of transport such as children, the elderly and people with disabilities, are most impacted.

• Transport investment decisions play a large role in people’s transport choices and impacts every 
aspects of our lives. Low levels of walking and cycling often arise from transport policies that pay 
little attention to the safety of pedestrians and cyclists. The real and perceived physical danger 
posed by motorised traffic is the biggest barrier to walking and cycling. As a result, parents 
increasingly restrict the independent mobility of their children, and older adults tend to self-
restrict their own travel patterns. People who would like to walk and cycle more feel put off or 
intimidated .  

• The safety effect of speed is often underestimated. Undesirable speed such as travelling faster 
than the posted speed limit and travelling too fast for the conditions, can lead to a greater chance 
of being involved in a collision and increase the severity of injury particularly for vulnerable road 
users². Vulnerable road users* will benefit most from reductions in average speed travels⁴.

¹ Ministry of Transport. Social cost of road crashes and injuries. 
  Retrieved from https://www.google.co.nz/?gws_rd=ssl#q=ministry+of+transport+social+cost+of+road+crashes
² Genter, J., Donovan, S., Petrenas, B., & Badland, H. (2008). Valuing the health benefits of active transport modes. Wellington.     
  New Zealand Transport Agency.
³ Koorey, G. (2011). Implementing Lower Speeds in New Zealand.

such as powered wheelchairs, physical and sensory impairment), cyclists and motorcyclists (including mopeds) (NZTA 
Vulnerable Road Users Road Safety Report 2005-09).

* Vulnerable road users: pedestrians (including persons on skateboards, roller-skates, foot scooters and using mobility aids      

⁵ Archer, J., Fotheringham, N., Symmons, M. & Corben, B. (2008). The impact of lowered speed limits in urban and metropolitan      
areas. Monash University Accident Research Centre. Transport Accident Commission.
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• Walking is healthy, inexpensive and environmentally friendly. However, the real and perceived 
physical danger posed by motorised traffic is the biggest barrier to participating in walking and 
cycling. This results in parents restricting the independent mobility of their children, and older 
adults restricting their own travel patterns. People who would like to walk and cycle more feel 
put off or intimidated⁵. 

• Perception of safety and security in the walking environment is an important factor when 
choosing roads and pedestrian facilities to use. Pedestrian friendly road design includes making 
streets aesthetically pleasing, widening footpaths/street frontage, separating pedestrians from 
motor vehicles, street lighting, lowering vehicle speeds, reducing number of lanes, making streets 
safer from interpersonal violence⁶.

• Pedestrian collisions are both predictable and preventable. Key risk factors include vehicle 
speed, lack of safe infrastructure, and inadequate visibility of pedestrians. Pedestrian injury risk 
increases in mixed traffic environments⁶. Children, the elderly and those with disabilities are 
particularly vulnerable road users. 

• A shift in transport user prioritisation from motor vehicle users to the most vulnerable, would 
involve a mix of regulation and infrastructural developments and a shift in urban design models 
that make car travel the only viable option in many transport trips. Interventions which lead to 
reductions in speed such as traffic calming measures have been shown to improve transport 
safety⁷.

• A number of interventions which lead to reductions in speed have shown to improve transport 
safety.  Traffic calming measures that reduce traffic speed have been found to reduce deaths 
and injuries by 11%.  In the United Kingdom 30km/hr speed limits together with speed humps 
and traffic islands have reduced road crashes by 67%⁸.

• Posted speed limits are considered one of the most significant factors in determining a driver’s 
choice of speed. Reducing posted speed limits in urban areas by 10kph has an effect of reducing 
the speed environment by 0-3km/h but results in up to 10.3% reduction in injury crashes. Speed 
choice is affected by factors such as purpose of trip and travel time, roadway design, forms 
of traffic regulation etc. Speed enforcement is the mediator between speed limit and speed 
choice⁸.

• The higher the impact speed the greater the injury severity to a vulnerable road user. Over a five-
year period, Koorey, 2011 summarised the relative severity of injuries for reported pedestrian/
cyclist crashes in comparison to the posted speed limit for over 12,900 reported crashes (Figure 
1). Koorey cautions that while the posted speed limit may not directly correlate with the actual 
impact speed, the relationship between severity of injury and posted speed limits is clear.

6 Genter, J., Donovan, S., Petrenas, B., & Badland, H. (2008). Valuing the health benefits of active transport modes. Wellington.     
  New Zealand Transport Agency.
⁷ World Health Organisation 2013. Pedestrian Safety. Retrieved from 
  http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/79753/1/9789241505352_eng.pdf
⁸ Quigley, R., Cunningham, R., Ward, M., de Boer, M., & Copeland, C. (2006). The Greater Wellington Regional Land Transport    
  Strategy health impact assessment. Wellington: Prepared for the Greater Wellington Regional Council and Regional Public   
  Health.
⁹ Archer, J., Fotheringham, N., Symmons, M. & Corben, B. (2008). The impact of lowered speed limits in urban and metropolitan         
areas. Monash University Accident Research Centre. Transport Accident Commission.
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• We are all pedestrians. Regardless of how we travel walking is usually the first and the last 
means of transport used. Pedestrians are a diverse group of road users that vary widely in their 
physical and cognitive abilities.



• The World Health Organisation reports that:

• Noticeable trends are beginning to emerge as an increasing number of countries adopt a 30km/h 
default speed limit. Many western countries particularly in Europe have posted speed limits of 
30km/h in city precinct areas. In 1992, Graz Austria was the first city in Europe to introduce 
speed zones of 30km/h for about 80% of the city to increase road safety, reduce pollution and 
noise. Only 20% of the city’s overall road network is 50km/h. The reduction in speed along with 
road treatments and enforcement decreased serious injuries to pedestrians and cyclist and 
reduced noise¹º.     

• Accessibility is the ability to participate in society and the ability to access local goods and 
services. Access to good infrastructure is necessary to enable that participation.

• There are two broad meanings of access. The first dimension is around availability i.e. whether 
or not a facility has been made available to use. That is an important first step. However, it is the 
second dimension; focusing on the use of facilities, services and amenities, that is critical. If the 
population is to have access to a facility, then the facility itself should be able to accommodate a 
variety of needs. This requires a built environment that is appropriate to a wide range of people 
and their needs, whether it is a person in a wheelchair with visual impairments; a child or elderly 
person, a mother with a pushchair, all with physical needs; or that it is accessible to people who 

⁹ World Health Organisation. Safer roads: five key areas for effective interventions
¹º City wide 30km/h spped limit – City of Graz (Austria).
    Retrieved from http://www.eltis.org/index.php?id=13&study_id=1928 

Figure 1: Effect of Posted speed Limit on Severity of Pedestrian/Cycle 
Crashes 2005-2010.

o     

o     

o     

the level of trauma that a crash has on a human body is significantly influenced by the 
impact speed

for every 1km/hr increase in speed there is a 3% increase in the incidence of injury 
crashes and a 5% increase in the risk of a fatal crash

pedestrians are eight times more likely to be killed by cars travelling at 50km/hr than at 
30km/hr9.

Accessibility
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may speak different languages or have other social or cognitive needs¹¹. 

• Public health impacts include the extent to which transport planning decisions increase or 
reduce accessibility for non-drivers. Accessibility is the ability to participate in society and the 
ability to access local goods and services considered essential.  Social severance describes the 
impact roads and traffic has on the social interaction within the community.  Impacts include 
a reduction in walking trips that involve busy roads and the flow-on impact of being cut off. 
Those who walk as the principal mode of transport such as children, the elderly and people with 
disabilities, are most impacted.

• Physical severance effects are measured with the able bodied person in mind e.g. journey 
time and cost. For vulnerable road users the measure of perception of danger might be would 
you allow your child to cross the road unaccompanied at this location?  Critical factors include 
knowledge of location, age of child, volume and speed of traffic.  The effects of perceived danger 
when crossing a road is more readily experienced by children, the elderly and the mobility 
disadvantaged.

• Mobility is an important factor in overall accessibility.  

• Mobility refers to physical travel. The mobility of New Zealanders has become particularly reliant 
on the private car over other travel modes such as walking and cycling, largely because faster 
travel is viewed as better than slower travel¹².

• Transport planning decisions often involve trade-offs between different types of accessibility. 
Expanding roadways to accommodate more and faster vehicle travel, and increasing parking 
requirements to increase driving convenience, often reduces pedestrian access, and since most 
transit trips involve walking links they also reduce transit access. Land use decisions that favours 
automobile access, such as locating services at major highway intersections, tends to reduce 
access by other travel modes such as walking. Consequently, money spent on roads and parking 
facilities is unavailable for other modes. Road space devoted to on-street parking is unavailable 
for sidewalks, bike and bus lanes¹². 

• Almost everyone will be temporarily or permanently impaired at some point in life, and those who 
survive to old age will experience increasing difficulties in functioning. A person’s environment 
has a huge impact on the experience and extent of disability. Inaccessible environments create 
disability by creating barriers to participation and inclusion¹³.

• In 2013 24% of the New Zealand population was identified as disabled. This equates to 1.1 
million people. This is an increase of 4% since 2001 and can partly be explained by our ageing 
population. The percentage of  people with a disability increases with age and those over 65 
years of age were much more likely to be disabled 59% compared to 21% under 65 years and 
11% of children under 5%.  The most common cause of impairment for adults was physical 
disability with 64% of disabled adults experiencing a physical impairment. More than half of all 
disabled people have more than one disability.  

¹¹ Personal Communication, Adrian Field, Synergia Ltd, Auckland. November 21, 2013. 
¹² Victoria Transport Policy Institute. If Health Matters. Retrieved from http://www.vtpi.org/health.pdf
¹³ CCS Disability Action, Taylored Accessibility Solutions Ltd. Mobility Spaces and Street Accessibility Audit Report. February         
    2013.

Mobility

Disability
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• Physical inactivity is a risk factor in the development of many non-communicable diseases and 
is the fourth leading cause of death worldwide. Physical inactivity is now a global public health 
priority¹⁵.

• In New Zealand, physical inactivity is a growing public health issue.  Nearly 50% of New Zealand’s 
adult population are physically inactive.

• New Zealand rates 27th out of 122 most inactive countries. Australia fares better and is rated 
52nd with 38% of the population inactive¹⁴.

• In 2010, the total cost of physical inactivity in New Zealand was $1.3billion; just less than 1% of 
New Zealand’s GDP (0.7%). This is paid for in part, by New Zealand taxpayers through the health 
system¹⁴. 

• The cost of physical inactivity for the Waikato region in 2010 was $106 million¹⁴.   

• Only 46% of adults in the Waikato region achieved the national physical activity guidelines by 
undertaking 30 minutes or more of moderate intensity physical activity on at least five days per 
week.  Fifty-four percent were physically inactive¹⁴.  

• Direct health costs associated with treatment in the health care system was $54 million, indirect 
health costs associated with disability/disease and dying prematurely was $48 million, and $4 
million was attributed to other costs such as promoting activity and information campaigns 
related to physical well-being. Eighteen people died prematurely in the Waikato region as a 
result of physical inactivity¹⁴.  

• For children learning difficulty was the most common type of impairment. 6% of all children and 
52% of disabled children had a learning difficulty.

• The most common cause of disability for adults was disease or illness 42%. 49% of disabled 
children experienced a condition that existed at birth¹⁴. 

¹⁴ Statistics NZ. Retrieved from http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/health/disabilities/DisabilitySurvey_HOTP2013.aspx  
¹⁵ Market Economics Ltd. The Costs of Physical Inactivity, (n.d.). Waikato Regional Council, Auckland Council, Greater Wellington     
    Regional Council. Accessed from http://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/Costs-of-Physical-Inactivity

Physical activity
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¹ New Zealand Transport Agency. Safe System. Retrieved from http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/safe-system/docs/safe-    
  system.pdf 
² NZ Govt, NZTA, ACC, Police, Ministry of Transport. Safer Journeys. Retrieved from  http://www.saferjourneys.govt.nz/about-  
  safer-journeys/the-safe-system-approach/ 
³  Reduce the Risk. Retrieved from http://www.reducetherisk.co.nz/about/
 

The safe system approach¹ ² ³

Appendix 5: Safe System 
Approach

The safe system approach recognises that humans are fallible and therefore some crashes are 
inevitable. The safe system approach works on the premise that road deaths and serious injuries 
are preventable if the environment is forgiving and the responsibility is shared.

The safe system is a ‘shared responsibility’ 
approach which recognises the vulnerability 
of human beings to crash forces and is built 
around the central premise of protecting road 
users from death or serious injury.

The safe system approach is founded on four 
main principles: that people are vulnerable, that 
people make mistakes, that the responsibility 
for ensuring safety is a shared one, and that all 
parts of the system need to be strengthened to 
protect road users.

To create a safe system we need to achieve safe 
speeds, safe roads and roadsides, safe road use 
and safe vehicles, which requires the input of 
multiple stakeholders¹ ².
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Appendix 6: Certificate of 
participation
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